
PANAMA: NEUTRALITY AND PREPARATION FOR WAR TO 1941 

 

During World War 1, Panama, in effect, declared war on Germany the day after the US 

had done so, on 7 April 1917, with President Ramon Valdez stating that his country’s 

wellbeing depended on the US winning the war, and that consequently Panama would do 

all it could to assist the US.  This was not a formal declaration of war, but amounted to the 

same.  Of course, while Panama had a small army of its own this was of no military 

significance1.  Panama had become a protectorate of the US, under the terms of a 1903 

Treaty2, which imposed severe limitations on the exercise of sovereignty by the Republic 

of Panama, and not just in the Canal Zone.  Article 136 of the 1903 Treaty allowed the US 

to intervene in the Republic if the stability of the country, or the safety of the Canal, were 

threatened.  On balance then, Panama probably had little choice but to follow the US into 

the war. 

 

The Canal had only opened on 15 August 1914, just as war was underway in Europe.  

During the war its, for the time, formidable defences were largely completed, but it was 

never threatened or played any part in any major military or naval operation3. 

 

Initially, at the outbreak of war, the US had proclaimed the neutrality of the Canal, this 

situation remaining until the US became a belligerent4.  The US proclamation of war in 

1917 extended and applied to “all land and water, continental or insular, in any way 

within the jurisdiction of the United States and, as the Canal and Canal Zone were clearly 

within the jurisdiction of the US, the Canal therefore lost its neutral status. 

 

 
1  The army would be abolished in 1924. 
2  A status that only formally ended in 1939, under the terms of a 1936 Treaty. 
3  According to the New York American in 1917, evidence had been laid before President Wilson of a secret 
alliance between Germany and Colombia “having as its object the capture or destruction of the Panama 
Canal in the event of war between the US and Germany”.  However, as this occurred around the time of the 
(genuine) Zimmerman telegram containing offers to Mexico if it joined with Germany against the US, and 
that Colombia vigorously denied the story, this may have been purely newspaper hyperbole. 
4  https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/proclamation-1287-neutrality-panama-canal-zone 

https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/proclamation-1287-neutrality-panama-canal-zone


In fact, during its early existence the Canal was often closed because of the effects of 

nature.  It was closed for most of 1915 and 1916, and then again in 1917 and 1920, these 

shutdowns being due to landslides.  There were also major strikes in 1916 and 1917.  It 

would only be between the two World Wars that the Canal flourished, and became a 

cornerstone of US defence strategy5.   It was 12 July 1920 when the Canal formally 

reopened for the free passage of civilian shipping, including those of the German flag. 

 

Following World War 1, a strong isolationist sentiment arose in the US.  There was feeling 

on the part of many that the US had somehow been tricked into participation, and a 

Senate investigation led by Senator Nye had found that arms manufacturers had made 

excessive profits during World War I, leading to a belief that the US had been involved in 

the war at the behest of the arms industry6.  50,000 veterans took part in the peace march 

in Washington in April 1935, marking the 18th anniversary of the US entry into World War 

1, and gave a clear indication of the anti-war feeling in the US at the time7. 

 

Of course, the distance of the Continental US from Europe and Asia, and its apparent 

safety from hostile neighbours, protected by two large oceans and the US Navy, helped 

bolster isolationism.  Even as late as 1938, and as the threat of war increased in Europe, a 

Gallup poll showed that 73% of Americans remained in favour of maintaining an arms 

embargo on belligerents, and 95% said that they opposed any future involvement in war8.  

Public opinion would only begin to change during 1939. 

 

 
5  Nevertheless, in fiscal years 1917 to 1919 there were over 5,600 transits totalling 21.4 million tons of 
cargo: The United States Navy in Caribbean Waters during World War I by Donald A Yerxa (Journal of Military 
Affairs, Vol.51 No.4, October 1987) 
6  https://www.historycentral.com/DEP/NeutralityAct.html  
The committee was established to examine the causes of the US involvement in war.  It reported that 
between 1915 and January 1917, the US had lent Germany $27 million and, in the same period, it had 
loaned Britain and its allies $2.3 billion.  Many people suggested that the US therefore had a vested interest 
in helping Britain to win and that this was a key reason for entering the conflict.  Additionally, the committee 
looked into the huge profits made during the war by such companies as Dupont Chemicals and JP Morgan 
Banking: https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf  
7  https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf  
8  https://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/us/pr/40/rna39.html  

https://www.historycentral.com/DEP/NeutralityAct.html
https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf
https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf
https://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/us/pr/40/rna39.html


While attempts to adopt legislation demanding a national referendum before war could 

be declared (unless the US itself was attacked) were defeated9, the Neutrality Acts were 

passed. 

 

President Roosevelt proposed a Bill that would involve an embargo on arms supplies to 

the country involved in a conflict that he considered to be the aggressor, while continuing 

to sell weapons to the side determined to be a victim.  However, Congress rejected it and 

instead passed a Bill that provided that whenever the President declared a state of war 

existed, he must then impose an arms embargo on all sides10.11.  On 31 August, Roosevelt 

reluctantly signed this Bill into law, and it became the Neutrality Act 193512. 

 

The 1935 Act was designed to last just six months, but Congress renewed it on an ongoing 

basis, until it was made permanent in 1937.  It was first invoked when Italy invaded 

Abyssinia in 1936, but was not invoked during the Spanish Civil War13 until a US aircraft 

manufacturer14 began to supply the Nationalists under Franco15.   

 

In 1936, a second Neutrality Act banned loans or credits to countries at war.  However, it 

set no limits on the trade in actual materials useful for war and US companies such as 

Texaco, Standard Oil and Ford were thus able to sell on credit to General Franco during 

the Spanish Civil War16. 

 

The loophole in the previous Act led to a third Neutrality Act which prohibited the export 

of munitions for use by either of the opposing forces in the Spanish Civil War.  It did, 

 
9  https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf  
10  The Bill could also prevent US citizens from travelling on ships of those countries at war, except at their 
own risk.  This was an attempt to avoid situations such as the reaction following the sinking of the RMS 
Lusitania in 1915. 
11  https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf  
12  https://www.historycentral.com/DEP/NeutralityAct.html  
13  Being a civil war, it did not involve the two or more foreign states as defined in the Act. 
14  The Glenn L Martin company, maker of the B-10 bomber also used in the Canal Zone before World War 2. 
15  https://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/us/pr/40/rna39.html  
16  https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf  
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however, permit countries involved in a war to buy goods other than war materials from 

the US, provided they paid in cash and used their own ships to export it from the US – this 

being the so-called “cash and carry” provision, allowing for countries to purchase and take 

away materials, but only non-military items17. 

 

A fourth Act in 1937 authorised the President to determine what could and could not be 

bought, other than munitions, which in any case had to be paid for on delivery.  The Act 

also prohibited travel on ships of countries which were at war18. 

 

However, when war broke out between China and Japan in 1937, the Neutrality Acts were 

not invoked, as neither side issued a formal declaration of war. 

 

In January 1939, a Douglas DB.7 bomber19 crashed in California.  It was found that a 

Frenchman was injured in the crash, and the press reported that President Roosevelt was 

intending to sell such advanced aircraft to Britain and France20.  However, after war broke 

out in Europe, on 5 September 1939, Roosevelt issued a proclamation, declaring an arms 

embargo under the Neutrality Acts. 

 

Roosevelt then managed to have the 1935 Act amended, despite fierce opposition, 

including the argument put forward by opponents that supplying arms would surely be 

followed by US soldiers ending up in the trenches once more21.  The amendments 

Roosevelt achieved only allowed purchases by belligerent nations on a “cash and carry” 

basis, forbade US loans being granted to fund the supply and banned US merchant vessels 

 
17  https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf  
18  https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf  
19  Forerunner of the wartime A-20 Havoc light bomber, another type that would see (limited) use in Panama 
during the war. 
20  As indeed he was, and the RAF and Armee de l’Air were both to order versions of the DB.7.  In October 
1938, Roosevelt had opened secret talks with the French on how to bypass US neutrality laws and allowed 
the French to buy US aircraft.  In 1939, the French Government placed large orders with the US aircraft 
industry. 
21  https://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/us/pr/40/rna39.html  

https://www.mslucohistory.com/uploads/1/0/9/4/109471507/hemispheric_reactions_chapter.pdf
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from any war zones that had been designated by the President22.  This Bill was signed into 

law by the President on 4 November 1939. 

 

Roosevelt had so far performed a careful balancing act, as he faced a re-election battle in 

1940, when neutrality and isolationism was to feature heavily.  However, the German 

victories of that year had altered public opinion, at least in respect of measures to 

strengthen US national defence and to aid Britain23.   

 

Following the Dunkirk evacuation in June 1940, Roosevelt authorised the supply of 

“surplus” war material to Britain.  A further skirting of the Neutrality laws in September 

involved the supply of 50 old destroyers to the Royal Navy in exchange for rent-free leases 

on bases in the Caribbean and in Newfoundland. 

 

Neutrality was gradually being watered down, and Congress had already increased the 

budget for defence and passed the Selective Training and Service Act, introducing the first 

peacetime draft for conscription in the history of the US.  Then, in March 1941, it passed 

the Lend-Lease Act, allowing the supply – to ‘transfer or lend’ arms and other goods to any 

country ‘whose defense was necessary to US defense’.24 

 

Also in March 1941, the US extended the area further to the east in which the US Navy 

was authorised to escort convoys heading to Britain, so that it included Iceland and the 

Denmark Strait between Iceland and Greenland.  Other developments had included 

allowing British flying training in the US25, the repair of British warships, US Marines 

replacing British troops occupying Iceland (which was then a Danish territory), and seeing 

Greenland come under US protection and the US being authorised by the Danish 

Government in exile to construct air and naval bases there. 

 
22  Which included the waters around the British Isles 
https://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/us/pr/40/rna39.html  
23  https://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/us/pr/40/rna39.html  
24  Lend–Lease was extended in July 1941 to the USSR following the German invasion.   
25  By the end of August 1940, there were some 8,000 British pilots being trained on US soil. 

https://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/us/pr/40/rna39.html
https://histclo.com/essay/war/ww2/cou/us/pr/40/rna39.html


 

By early 1941, Gallup polls showed that 90% of the people surveyed favoured giving more 

aid to Britain, but still only 12% were prepared for the US to go to war. 

 

Another move by the US which sidestepped the Neutrality Acts, and was also independent 

of Lend-Lease, was that in March/April 1941 the US moved to made available to Britain 

about 2,000,000 tons of additional merchant shipping.  While US shipyards could offer 

little new tonnage for months to come, the US did seize 600,000 tons of Axis-owned and 

Danish-owned (Denmark being occupied by the Germans by then) shipping then lying idle 

in US ports and turned the ships over to the British, and it succeeded in persuading the 

other republics in the Americas to follow suit26.  

 

On 4 September 1941, a U-boat attacked the destroyer USS Greer in the so-called “combat 

zone” of the US Navy in the North Atlantic, after which Roosevelt ordered the US Navy to 

‘shoot on sight’ at German or Italian warships. He then asked Congress to revise the 1939 

Neutrality Act to permit the arming of US merchant vessels.  Meanwhile, another 

destroyer, the USS Kearny was struck by a torpedo and 11 sailors were killed, and in 

October, the USS Reuben James was sunk with the loss of 115 lives.  Other confrontations 

and attacks followed, and in November Congress amended the Neutrality Act, permitting 

US merchant vessels to arm themselves and to carry cargoes to belligerent ports. 

 

By the end of November 1941, it seemed that the US was doing almost everything to aid 

Britain except to send US forces to fight alongside it.   

 

While the US declared war on Japan following the attack on Pearl Harbor on 7 December 

1941, Hitler seemed to save Roosevelt from making a difficult, and potentially 

controversial, decision when he declared war on the US on 11 December27. 

 
26  https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch05.htm  
27  The ABC-1 Plan developed by US and British military staff had accepted that, in the event of war with the 
Axis states, Germany (as the greater danger) would be defeated first, while US military strategy would be 

https://history.army.mil/books/wwii/Framework/ch05.htm


 

THE NEUTRALITY PATROL 

 

The day war began in Europe in September 1939, Admiral Stark, the Chief of Naval 

Operations (CNO) informed US naval forces that German U-boats were ready to begin 

operations in Atlantic shipping lanes, and reports also indicated that a dozen German 

merchant ships were being armed as raiders.  The advisory from the CNO noted that 

neutral merchantmen, including US-flag ships, could expect similar by the British and that 

it was the duty of the US, as a neutral, to prevent such activities in US territorial waters 

and to ensure there was no interference with rights on the high seas28.  The CNO ordered 

the commander of the Atlantic Squadron to establish as soon as possible a combined air 

and sea outer patrol for observing and reporting on movements of warships of the 

belligerent nations. 

 

The US established Neutrality Zones that included the whole Gulf of Mexico, the entire 

Caribbean Sea, and extended 200 to 300 miles (322 to 483 km) into the Atlantic from 

North American and South American shores.   

 

Concurrently with operations in the Atlantic, much-lesser-known neutrality patrols were 

also carried out in the Pacific by naval air patrol assets mainly based at Cavite, Philippines, 

home port of the US Asiatic Fleet29. 

 

The original mission of the Neutrality Patrol was purely that of observation and reporting, 

and ships were instructed to avoid any action that might be interpreted as being of hostile 

 
defensive, rather than offensive, towards Japan, should there be any conflict in the Pacific.  This mirrored 
the content of existing US war plans of the time. The meetings of January to March 1941 concluded with a 
report entitled "ABC-1", which was tacitly approved by President Roosevelt, and included a number of 
general principles of agreement including that the US territorial interest was in the Western Hemisphere; 
and the security of sea communications between the Allied powers was essential. 
28  https://www.history.navy.mil/browse-by-topic/wars-conflicts-and-operations/world-war-
ii/1941/prelude.html  
29  Ibid. 

https://www.history.navy.mil/browse-by-topic/wars-conflicts-and-operations/world-war-ii/1941/prelude.html
https://www.history.navy.mil/browse-by-topic/wars-conflicts-and-operations/world-war-ii/1941/prelude.html


intent30.  By 16 October 1939, the orders had changed, calling for “suspicious” vessels and 

warships to be followed.  Apart from within the so-called “combat zone” of the US Navy in 

the North Atlantic mentioned above, these basic rules did not change until just before the 

US entry into the war in December 1941.  Nonetheless, the operations of the Patrol were 

expanded in 1940 with old destroyers being recommissioned and new patrol aircraft 

squadrons added. 

 

On 18 October 1939, President Roosevelt issued a Proclamation which banned all 

submarines of the belligerent countries from the ports and territorial waters of the US, 

and the Canal Zone, unless forced to do so by force majeure (in which case they had to 

remain on the surface and displaying their national flag).31 

 

It is said that, although the ostensible aim of Neutrality Patrol was to preserve US 

neutrality, it (like the action of the US Navy in the North Atlantic “combat zone”) was in 

reality used to help the Royal Navy, in this case to locate and destroy German merchant 

vessels, as well as warships of the Kreigsmarine.  Consequently, US naval vessels and 

patrol aircraft were primarily tasked with keeping watch over this area to block the entry 

of German surface vessels and submarines.32 

 

The US also declared its intention to patrol well beyond the boundaries of western 

Neutrality Zones in order to properly monitor the approach of any belligerent shipping.  

Aviation squadrons were also mobilised and repositioned; battleship, cruiser, and 

destroyer screens were established, and plans were made to recommission older 

destroyers for the patrols.  Consequently, on 17 May 1940, plans were announced for 

recommissioning 35 additional flush deck destroyers to meet the requirements of fleet 

 
30  The Navy Air War, edited by Lt AR Buchanan USNR (US Navy), 1946: 
https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Gazetteer/Places/America/United_States/_Topics/history/_Texts/
AHUNAW/4*.html  
31  https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/proclamation-2371-restricting-the-use-territorial-waters-
the-united-states-foreign  
32  US Global Defense Posture, 1783–2011 by Stacie L Pettyjohn (RAND Corporation, 2012): 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/j.ctt24hrv8.15 

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Gazetteer/Places/America/United_States/_Topics/history/_Texts/AHUNAW/4*.html
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https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/proclamation-2371-restricting-the-use-territorial-waters-the-united-states-foreign
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expansion and the Neutrality Patrol.  Some of these were to eventually find their way to 

Panama in 1940. 

 

The Neutrality Zone was soon violated by European belligerents, but in July 1940 the 

American republics took concerted action more forceful than the 1939 Declaration of 

Panama (see below).  At Havana, a conference of American foreign ministers made the 

Monroe Doctrine multilateral, agreeing that their respective governments would oppose 

any change in sovereignty of European colonies in the Western Hemisphere and would 

combat Axis attempts to undermine institutions in the Americas.  Then, on 18 August 

1940, Canada and the US announced the establishment of a Permanent Joint Board on 

Defense, with equal representation from each nation, to co-ordinate defence measures 

for North America33. 

 

With the conclusion of the Anglo-American ABC-l military staff conversations (see above), 

Admiral Stark ordered a general suspension all Neutrality Patrol operations on 15 March 

194134.  The Atlantic Fleet would "retain in the Caribbean one cruiser, one division of old 

destroyers, one patrol plane squadron with one small tender, and the Marine Defense 

Battalion and one Marine company in Guantanamo", and keep two patrol aircraft 

squadrons, a division of old destroyers, and a few submarines in the Canal Zone.  The rest 

of the ships assigned to the Neutrality Patrol were to hasten to "mobilization ports”35.  

However, while Neutrality Patrols continued through 1941, they were rendered moot by 

Germany's declaration of war on the US on 11 December36. 

 

 

 

 

THE CENTRAL AMERICA BANANA FLEET 

 
33  https://media.defense.gov/2010/Nov/05/2001329898/-1/-1/0/aaf_wwii-v1-2.pdf   
34  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a245396.pdf 
35  Ibid.  
36  https://ww2db.com/battle_spec.php?battle_id=336  

https://media.defense.gov/2010/Nov/05/2001329898/-1/-1/0/aaf_wwii-v1-2.pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a245396.pdf
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One part of the US Navy affected by the increasing tensions was the US Navy Special 

Service Squadron, informally known as the “Central America Banana Fleet”.  This had been 

formed following a 1919 report from the US Navy Chief of Naval Operations, which had 

contended that the existence of a squadron of warships available for despatch to trouble 

spots in the Caribbean region (in a form of “gunboat diplomacy”, as well as to “show the 

flag”) was necessary37. 

 

In September 1920, the Special Service Squadron was formed, being based in the Canal 

Zone at Balboa, with its primary mission described as being “to promote friendly relations 

and to contribute to the growth of a better understanding between the United States and 

the other republics of the Western Hemisphere”.  Underlying this was, of course, 

protection for US citizens and US interests (including business interests) in the region. 

 

On no less than 51 occasions during 1920-34, the US State Department requested a 

response by the Squadron to political unrest and revolutionary violence in the Caribbean 

region.  These included more prolonged intervention in Nicaragua (1926-33) and Cuba 

(1933-34)38.  While normally consisting of between five and nine ships, in the Summer of 

1933 it was reduced to just three, but then swelled to as many as 30 vessels due to crisis 

in Cuba. 

 

However, under President Roosevelt and his Good Neighbor Policy with Latin America, 

such gunboat diplomacy and interventionism was frowned upon.  With the end of the 

Cuban crisis in February 1935, the Squadron returned from its temporary base in Florida 

to the Canal Zone, and from then its main role was undertaking goodwill missions, with 

two new vessels joining the Squadron.  However, the Navy had adopted a practice of 

 
37 The Special Service Squadron and the Caribbean Region, 1920-1940: A Case Study in Naval Diplomacy by 
Donald A Yerxa (Naval War College Review, Autumn 1986): https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/44637727.pdf 
38  The Cuban crisis saw the rise to power of Fulgencio Batista, the dictator who would eventually be ousted 
by Fidel Castro. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/44637727.pdf


sending newly commissioned warships on shakedown cruises of Latin American ports, 

which rather undermined the role of the Squadron. 

 

The outbreak of war in September 1939 and the creation of the Neutrality Patrol radically 

altered the operations of the Squadron.  It was given the task of protecting the Canal Zone 

as well as of policing the Caribbean and, on 5 September 1939, it began patrolling to 

augment the activities of the resident 15th Naval District in the Canal Zone.   Two 

additional destroyers were attached to the Squadron, so that it could patrol both the 

approaches to the Canal and carry out some limited neutrality patrol work in the 

Caribbean.  It also assisted in Army training, testing the defences by making mock attacks 

against several Canal installations. 

 

The Navy Department formally abolished the Squadron on 17 September 1940, 

reassigning most of its vessels to the 15th Naval District in the Canal Zone. 

 

DECLARATION OF PANAMA 

 

President Roosevelt moved to provide diplomatic support for the Neutrality Patrol within 

the Western Hemisphere.  On 26 September 1939, the foreign ministers of the Latin 

American republics met for a special conference in Panama and the US successfully 

lobbied for a multilateral declaration that was intended to keep the European war away 

from the Americas, and the Declaration of Panama was signed on 2 October.  

 

The Declaration established a neutral zone constituting an area from 60W longitude to 

23N latitude, thence to a point 600 miles (654 km) south of the Cape Verde Islands, and 

finally southwest and parallel to the South American coast (the Pan American Security 

Zone).  All belligerent warships were to be prohibited from warlike operations in this 



area39, and submarines were barred from using ports of the American republics.  In short, 

it brought most of the Latin-American republics in line with US foreign policy on 

hemispheric neutrality40. 

 

The Declaration confirmed the neutrality of the participants, banned belligerents’ 

submarines from entering their ports, demanded the cessation of subversive activities 

within their countries (generally being those activities of the Axis powers, particularly 

Germany – which had a considerable presence in Latin America, especially in aviation), 

and announced the formation of a maritime security zone which was to extend over 300 

nautical miles (560 km) on either side of the Americas (except for Canada and the colonies 

and possessions of European states).  This area was subsequently to be policed by the US 

Navy Neutrality Patrol.41 

 

The meeting also established The Inter-American Committee on Neutrality, pursuant to 

Paragraph 5 of the General Declaration of Neutrality of the American Republics approved 

at the meeting 42. 

 

By Autumn 1940, bilateral military staff conversations had occurred with almost every 

Central American, South American, and Caribbean republic, with 20 out of 21 nations 

willing to provide the US support to resist Axis-inspired subversive elements43.  Panama 

 
39  The Royal Navy came within a whisker of violating the terms of the Declaration, following the Battle of 
the Rover Platte on 13 December 1939.  If the “pocket battleship” Graf Spee had opted to fight its way out 
from Montevideo, instead of being scuttled, the waiting British warships were ready to attack, which could 
have involved “warlike operations” within the neutrality zone, if not in waters claimed by Uruguay (of 
course, the initial battle probably violated the terms of the Declaration). 
40 It also included a demand for an end to any subversive activity in their countries  
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a245396.pdf  
41  http://images.library.wisc.edu/FRUS/EFacs/1939v05/reference/frus.frus1939v05.i0004.pdf#page=21 
42  https://www.dipublico.org/101648/comite-interamericano-de-neutralidad-comite-juridico-
interamericano/  
43  This could sometimes be to serve local political or economic interests, such as occurred with the Peruvian 
Japanese community during the war. 

https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a245396.pdf
http://images.library.wisc.edu/FRUS/EFacs/1939v05/reference/frus.frus1939v05.i0004.pdf#page=21
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took no part in these arrangements; it being suggested that this was because it would deal 

directly with the Commanding General of the Panama Canal Department44. 

 

US PROBLEMS WITH THE PANAMANIAN ADMINISTRATION 

 

Dr Arnulfo Arias Madrid was a politician, doctor and writer who served on as President of 

Panama on no less than three separate occasions – from 1940 to 1941, 1949-51 and for 11 

days in October 196845.  Remarkably, he never completed a full term, soon being deposed 

and/or having to flee the country – as noted, after only 11 days on the last occasion. 

 

It can be argued that, from the 1930s onward, his legacy to Panama was several decades 

of instability.  This was after being one of the leaders of the first successful coup against a 

duly-elected government in the 1930s46.  From the 1920s, he had led the nationalist 

Patriotic Communal Action organisation, opposed to US influence and in the 1930s and 

1940s it had adopted a strong nationalist (and often racist) tendency.  He was seen as a 

champion of the masses, and opposed to the previous ruling oligarchy47. 

 

During 1934-38, he served as minister to Italy.  It is said that while serving in Europe he 

developed pro-fascist political views.  During his time in Europe he did meet Adolf Hitler 

and was believed to have reached an understanding concerning Panamanian relationships 

with Berlin and Rome before returning home in 193848. 

 

 
44  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 
45  It has been said that Arnulfo Arias was elected to the Presidency at least three times after 1940 (or 
perhaps four or five times if, as many believe, the vote counts of 1964 and 1984 were fraudulent), but he 
was never allowed to serve a full term:  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a210486.pdf 
46  The coup saw his brother Harmodio installed as President.  However, the two later fell out, with 
Harmodio even backing his brother’s removal in 1941. The Legacy of the Three Presidencies of Arnulfo Arias 
Madrid by Sandra Blackman (Loma Linda University Electronic Theses, Dissertations & Projects, 1985): 
https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1539&context=etd 
47  The Legacy of the Three Presidencies of Arnulfo Arias Madrid by Sandra Blackman (Loma Linda University 
Electronic Theses, Dissertations & Projects, 1985): 
https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1539&context=etd 
48  https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/etd/535  

https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a210486.pdf
https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1539&context=etd
https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1539&context=etd
https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/etd/535


The Partido Nacional Revolucionario (National Revolutionary Party or PNR)49, which he 

had helped formed earlier, offered him its Presidential candidacy in 1939.  He made his 

anti-American stance one of the bases of his platform.  In addition to the commercial 

exploitation of Panama, Arias Madrid and his allies could point to Article 136 of the 

Panamanian Constitution as evidence of the country’s second-class status.50  The mass 

movement he headed used the term Panamefiismo, the essence of which was 

nationalism, which in Panama's situation largely meant opposition to US hegemony.  He 

also aspired to rid the country of non-Hispanics (which meant not only North Americans, 

but also West Indians51, Chinese, Hindus, and Jews).  To the US, he also seemed 

susceptible to the influence of Nazi and fascist agents. 

 

He was elected President by a landslide in 1940.  One thing he then tried to do was to 

create a police state by revamping the National Police52 in December 194053, a force that 

was to eventually play a key role in deposing him54. 

 

In 1941, an official memorandum sent by the US Ambassador described the situation in 

Panama under Arias Madrid as follows – 

“what has developed in Panama is about as near an approach to Hitlerism as the 

characteristics of Latin Americans and the peculiar circumstances affecting Panama 

could be expected to permit”55.  

 
49  It became the Panameñista Party in the mid-1940s (and still exists today).   
50  Article 136 of the Panamanian Constitution of 1903 granted the US the right to intervene in any part of 
the Republic in the event the public peace was disturbed.  Article 136 had often been invoked by the party in 
power to control the actions of the opposition and was also instrumental in establishing a precedent for a 
Panamanian military to later intervene in political matters: 
https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1539&context=etd 
51  The US refused to deport the West Indians and other non-Hispanics.  A distinction was made by the Arias 
Madrid government between West Indian blacks and what were termed Jamaicanos-Americans. 
52  The National Police had been built up under Arias, who it was thought had hoped to use it as a political 
tool. He furnished new uniforms and had bought it submachine guns. 
53  He replaced Colonel Manuel Pino, who resigned on 19 December, and offered him a diplomatic post.  He 
named a the new commander, but the de facto leader was Colonel Fernando Gomez Ayau, a disciple of 
Guatemala's heavy-handed strongman, General Jorge Ubico. 
54  And as the National Guard would do so again in 1968. 
55https://scholarship.richmond.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.google.com/&httpsredir=1&a
rticle=2131&context=masters-theses 
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Life Magazine in 1941 said that Arias Madrid had adopted a strong nationalist, "Panama 

for Panamanians" policy, and it said that he did not seem disposed to help the US56. 

US officials made no attempt to conceal their relief when the National Police took 

advantage of Arias Madrid's temporary absence from the country57 to depose him in 

October 194158. 

 

From the US viewpoint, and particularly that of the Army, Arias Madrid was seen as 

blocking the necessary expansion into additional defence sites throughout the Republic 

that the US Army considered vital.  Negotiations had begun in 1939 when the Army 

requested 999-year leases from Panama for over 100 sites outside the Canal Zone – to be 

used for additional defence facilities, such as airfields, anti-aircraft batteries, and warning 

stations.  Arias Madrid was to demand compensation in the form of cash and the transfer 

to Panama of various properties, but for the US the price was too high and negotiations 

dragged on for the next two years.  

 

The 1936 Treaty had changed the situation, whereby the US had given up its right to 

simply take additional land outside the Canal Zone for the purposes of the security and 

defence of the Canal.  While the 1936 Treaty had not been finally ratified until mid-1939, 

the US Government had not been minded to exercise its rights under the original 1903 

Treaty over land and property in Panama but outside the Canal Zone.  After the 1936 

Treaty was (narrowly) ratified by the US Senate, the new rules did apply (from 1939).  In 

any case, there had been an Exchange of Notes between the US Secretary of State and the 

Panamanian Minister to the US on 1 February 1939, which provided that, in the event of 

an emergency that arose so suddenly as to preclude consultations with Panama, the US 

 
56  http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Lifemag/lmindex.htm 
57  He was said to have left to visit his oculist in Havana (though his mistress, Cuban artist, Anita de la Vega 
was also there).  He also failed to inform the National assembly, as his own new 1941 Constitution required 
– when asked his wife said he was deep sea fishing, and his secretary said he was visiting the San Blas 
indigenous people reservation: https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/etd/535 
58  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a210486.pdf  

http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Lifemag/lmindex.htm
https://scholarsrepository.llu.edu/etd/535
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a210486.pdf


would not be required to delay action pending consultation, but would be obliged to 

consult with Panama as soon as possible thereafter59. 

 

On 13 February 1941, the Panamanian Government advised the US that, if it were to grant 

its request, the US Government would have to declare that an imminent threat to the 

Canal's safety existed.  On the same day therefore, US Secretary of State Cordell Hull 

issued such a statement.  However, on 18 February, the Panamanian Government 

responded with a set of 12 further demands, as a condition of allowing the use of the 

bases in the country.  The idea of a 999-year lease was simply out of the question anyway, 

as it would amount to virtual transfer of ownership.  The cost of meeting these 

Panamanian demands was estimated to be $25–30 million, and was one of the reasons 

why the negotiations were to take so long. 

 

It is said that the hard-line approach adopted by President Arias Madrid was one of the 

factors that led to his being deposed in a bloodless coup on 7 October 1941.  Be that as it 

may, with Aris Madrid removed, the negotiations proceeded more quickly, and were 

hastened further following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December. 

 

The eventual Agreement60 called for the occupation of the sites to end one year after the 

end of the war (this would become a point of contention when the war ended, and the 

Army wanted to retain many of the sites it occupied).  The Defense Sites Agreement61 was 

finally signed in May 1942 and allowed for the lease of what eventually became a total of 

134 sites outside the Canal Zone to be used for the protection of the Canal.  It also 

provided for a new, simpler procedure for the US to acquire defence sites required 

outside the Canal Zone62. 

 

 
59  https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA529923.pdf  
60  https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-S-dae74a31ce03269f4dc99454c183598c/pdf/GOVPUB-
S-dae74a31ce03269f4dc99454c183598c.pdf (in English and Spanish) 
61  https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/GOVPUB-S-dae74a31ce03269f4dc99454c183598c  
62  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USA/USA-WH-Guard/USA-WH-Guard-13.html 

https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA529923.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-S-dae74a31ce03269f4dc99454c183598c/pdf/GOVPUB-S-dae74a31ce03269f4dc99454c183598c.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-S-dae74a31ce03269f4dc99454c183598c/pdf/GOVPUB-S-dae74a31ce03269f4dc99454c183598c.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/GOVPUB-S-dae74a31ce03269f4dc99454c183598c
https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USA/USA-WH-Guard/USA-WH-Guard-13.html


The new agreement took effect from 11 May 1943, somewhat ironically as the tide of the 

war had begun to turn, and many of the sites would be completed as the US was 

contemplating reducing its defence levels (or had actually done so). 

 

WAR BREAKS OUT 

 

When war broke out in September 1939 the Canal Zone was placed under military control, 

as an Executive Order placed the Commanding General of the Panama Canal Department 

(the Army command in the Canal Zone) in charge of all civilian and military activities in the 

Canal Zone, including the Canal.   

 

The initial reaction to war breaking out was, as in 1914, to proclaim and maintain the 

neutrality of the Canal (as well ensuring its safety from sabotage or assault).63  However, 

as it seemed likely that war at sea might affect the Canal for the first time since 1918, 

Panama and the US swiftly concluded an Executive Agreement reaffirming the Lansing-

Morales Protocol of 191464 which dealt with restricting access by belligerent nations’ 

vessels etc to the Canal Zone or the territorial waters of the Republic.   

 

The Proclamation of Neutrality by President Roosevelt in 1939 was followed by another 

prescribing regulations concerning the neutral status of the Canal Zone65, and other orders 

and proclamations followed.  The result was that the situation was soon almost as tightly 

controlled as in 1917-18 (though the regulations only specified Germany, France, Poland, 

UK, India, Australia and New Zealand as belligerents)66.67 

 
63  Neutrality, Belligerency, and the Panama Canal by Norman J Padelford (The American Journal of 
International Law, Vol. 35, No. 1, January 1941) 
64  Protocol of an Agreement Concluded Between Honorable Robert Lansing, Acting Secretary of State of the 
United States, and Don Eusebio A. Morales, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the 
Republic of Panama, 10 October 1914. 
65  A Proclamation Prescribing Regulations Concerning Neutrality in the Canal Zone, 5 September 1939. 
66  Later Proclamations of Neutrality by the US made in respect of vessels of South Africa, Canada, Norway, 
Belgium, Netherlands and Italy did not see matching regulations proclaimed 
67  Neutrality, Belligerency, and the Panama Canal by Norman J Padelford (The American Journal of 
International Law, Vol. 35, No. 1, January 1941) 



 

The moves to expand and improve the Canal defences accelerated, and there were several 

alerts (or “scares”, if you prefer) and, by Summer 1941, Army guards were being placed on 

ships transiting the Canal68 and anti-aircraft and harbour defences were on alert.  The 

Caribbean Defense Command was established in 1941 as the senior US Army 

headquarters in the Canal Zone. 

 

Tensions with Japan heightened and, in October, Japanese businesses in Panama were 

told that they had to close after 28 October, and the Panamanian Government had agreed 

that following any action by the US to intern Japanese residents, it would arrest any 

Japanese on Panamanian territory and intern them on the island of Taboga.  Within an 

hour of the news of the Pearl Harbor attack (which took place at 2 pm, Panama local 

time), the Army’s Mobile Force had been directed to put one company on alert to guard 

an alien internment camp at Balboa Quarantine Station, and just 3 hours later it was 

deployed there.  In the Republic, the National Police quickly rounded up at least most of 

the Japanese in the country69.  Subsequently, Germans, Italians and identified Axis 

sympathisers would also be interned. 

 

Ironically, given its previous reluctance under President Arias Madrid to be involved in the 

expansion of US defences outside the Canal Zone, Panama actually managed to officially 

declare war on Japan before the US.   Unlike in World War 1, this time Panama did 

formally declared war (on Japan) on 7 December 1941, on the same day as the attack on 

Pearl Harbor, whereas the US only did so the following day70.  Panama, together with a 

 
68  These would later in the war be replaced by US Marines. 
69  The numbers would have included those who had been unable to leave, as use of the Canal was barred to 
Japanese shipping.  A ship had been due to call later in December to uplift Japanese citizens and return to 
Japan via the long route around Cape Horn. 
70  President Roosevelt formally requested the declaration in his well-known “day of infamy” speech, 
addressed to a joint session of Congress and the nation at 1230 on 8 December.  The declaration was quickly 
brought to a vote, and it was passed both the Senate and the House of Representatives by 1310. 



number of other small Latin American states, then declared war on Italy and Germany on 

13 December 1941 (following Germany’s declaration of war on the US on 11 December)71. 
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71  Germany and Italy had pre-empted the US by declaring war on it on 11 December, the US responding the 
same day. 


